
After a rocky start to life, Gemma has spent two months undergoing

training and behavioural modification. Our amazing friends at Above and

Beyond Dog Training and Rehabilitation have dedicated so much time

and effort to get Gemma to where she is today. We would like to say a

huge thank you to them for once again saving the life of another of our

deaf pups, and also for all of the other fantastic work they do with so

many other dogs. It’s thanks to their dedication that we can now say that

this stunning young lady is ready for the final step in her rescue journey -

Gemma is ready to find her forever home.

 

Gemma has been taught all her hand signs for sit, drop, stay, and come.

She is crate trained, mat trained and has great mealtime manners.

 

Gemma has lived with 12 other dogs of all different sizes and is good with

other dogs provided she has a proper introduction.

 

Gemma is very affectionate and loves water and toys. She walks

wonderfully on-leash so she would make a lovely walking buddy.

 

Gemma has a specific list of non-negotiables that her adoptive family

must meet. These are as follows:

Name

GEMMA

*

DOB:

SEPT 2018

*

FEMALE

*

Microchipped:

YES

*

Vaccinated:

YES

*

Desexed

YES

*

Basic Training:

COMPLETED

*

Toilet Trained:

YES

*

Sleeps:

INSIDE/OUTSIDE

*

Energy Level:

HIGH

*

Good with...

Dogs: YES

Kids: +8 YEARS 

Cats: UNTESTED

 

ADOPT ME!
Meet GEMMA

deafdogrescue.com.au
HEAR NO EVIL - AUSTRALIAN DEAF DOG RESCUE

admin@deafdogrescue.com.au : 0497 414 632

Gemma requires a home that is dedicated to continuing her

training and to meeting her physical and mental needs.

Gemma must be allowed to continue being an inside/outside dog. 

No homes with very young children.

Gemma is NOT available for interstate adoption. She must remain

in the Brisbane, QLD area.


